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Gold Coast Tourism is a not-for-profit, membership based, destination marketing organisation structured to promote the city as 
a leisure and business event destination through global and domestic trade, media and travel industry channels. We represent 
a membership base of approximately 500 accommodation venues, theme parks and attractions, tour operators, restaurants and 
cafes, entertainment venues, transport providers and professional support services. Furthermore, we work on behalf of almost 
27,000 commercial businesses which contribute to our operation through a tourism levy. Our industry partnerships span all 
levels of tourism authority including, but not limited to, Tourism Australia, Tourism and Events Queensland, City of Gold Coast, 
Connecting Southern Gold Coast, Broadbeach Alliance and Surfers Paradise Alliance.

OUR ROLE
Tourism directly contributes $4.8 billion into the Gold Coast economy annually and accounts for more than 30,000 direct jobs in 
the city. Established in 1975, Gold Coast Tourism employs a staff of marketing and sales professionals to positively promote the 
destination. Our work generates exposure and converts the interest of potential leisure and business consumers from outside the 
Gold Coast region into visitation for the businesses of the city. Our strategies and activities are developed in consultation with the 
local industry, government, state and national tourism bodies, national and international travel trade and other industry partners.

OUR VISION
For the Gold Coast to be recognised locally, nationally and internationally as one of the world’s great Visitor destinations.

ABOUT GOLD COAST TOURISM

OUR BRAND VALUES
The Gold Coast is Australia’s favourite playground. It is a welcoming, vibrant, 
diverse, fun and entertaining destination. These values are reflected in the work 
of Gold Coast Tourism. 

BUSINESS GOALS
�  Increase visitor demand, arrivals and expenditure for the city.
� Operate with a sustainable business model.
� Deliver value to members.
� Deliver business outcomes based upon quality research, best practice and return  

on investment.
� Apply available resources in the most effective and productive manner.
� Identify and invest in growth opportunities.
� Demonstrate industry and destination management leadership.
� Establish Gold Coast Tourism as an employer of choice.
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OUR MISSION

To grow tourist visitation, demand and expenditure to the Gold Coast,  
to add value to members through promotion and destination awareness.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
As a public company largely funded by the tourism related businesses of the Gold Coast (via a tourism levy collected by the City of 
Gold Coast) and the Queensland Government (represented by Tourism and Events Queensland), Gold Coast Tourism is committed 
to observing best practice corporate governance. 

By acting transparently, professionally and ethically, Gold Coast Tourism ensures the effective investment of its funds for the 
greatest benefit to its members, levy payers and the Gold Coast, while maintaining the sustainability of Gold Coast Tourism for 
the benefit of the Gold Coast in future years.

Responsible corporate governance is evident in Gold Coast Tourism’s operations at many levels, some examples including:
 � regular self-assessment by the board to improve performance
 � regular reviews of Gold Coast Tourism’s risk register
 � regular reviews of Gold Coast Tourism’s insurances, as assisted by a respected insurance agency
 � documentation and discussion of any possible conflicts of interest
 � selection criteria for prospective board members to maximise and balance skill sets
 � an annual independent financial audit by a respected audit firm
 � regular board workshops to enhance the board’s performance
 � keeping a gift register for any gifts received by staff.

AUDIT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
This Committee oversees the annual audit process, risk management and insurances, legal issues and compliance, and reports 
to the Board on these matters. The Committee has a clear charter and seeks independent advice as appropriate.

The Committee consists of at least three independent Board Directors. Committee members are appointed by the Board with  
the Committee meeting at least twice a year.

The current Committee members are:

 � Paul Steer (Chair)
 � Bruce Nicholls
 � Adrienne Readings

Of note, the current Chair is the Managing Partner, Gold Coast for KPMG, who brings a wealth of relevant experience to the 
Committee’s operations.

Committee meetings are also attended by the Chief Executive Officer, the Director - Corporate Services, and the Director - 
Communications and Marketing Services.

OUR MARKETING APPROACH
Gold Coast Tourism’s focused and strategic approach to marketing the Gold Coast as a holiday and business events destination 
ensures we achieve maximum value from our investment in resources.

In our largest market, Australia, we balance independent and cooperative activity depending on season, sector and circumstance. 
Our cooperative activity includes regular campaigns with Gold Coast Tourism member businesses, Surfers Paradise Alliance, 
Broadbeach Alliance, Connecting Southern Gold Coast, Gold Coast Airport, Tourism and Events Queensland, travel retailers  
and airlines.

Internationally, we leverage our cooperative partnerships even further to enhance our spend and gain greater reach. Our chief 
international marketing partners are Tourism Australia, Tourism and Events Queensland and international airlines. 

The primary markets in which we are most active are judged on five key criteria including:
1. current visitor volume and expenditure to Gold Coast
2. forecast outbound visitor volume and expenditure 
3. current or probable aviation access into Gold Coast or Brisbane airports
4. priority regions identified by Tourism Australia and Tourism and Events Queensland
5. fit with Gold Coast target audience segmentation and prioritisation. 

Gold Coast Tourism operates to promote the destination image and attract leisure and business event visitors to the city. This is 
executed through five main categories of activity, each with a specific purpose to increase awareness, engagement or conversion. 
They include:
1. consumer marketing campaigns and promotions
2. trade campaigns and partnerships
3. bidding and sales activity
4. public relations and media
5. familiarisations (media and trade).

Consumer activity primarily consists of targeted marketing utilising owned, earned or paid channels to positively promote the  
Gold Coast holiday experience throughout the year.

Trade activity enables us to leverage, update and educate the travel wholesalers, inbound tourism operators, professional 
conference organisers and travel agent networks which are crucial influencers and sales conversion partners for travel to the 
Gold Coast.

It is also important to visit the markets to conduct sales calls and talk first-hand with consumers, travel agents, 
wholesalers, airlines and representatives of Tourism Australia and Tourism and Events Queensland. Tourism 
marketing is a business built on relationships and it is necessary to meet face to face several times throughout the 
year to ensure the destination remains relevant and understood. This is especially important in the business events 
arena where professional conference organisers recommend the Gold Coast to their clients for conference and  
incentive events.

Promotions and public relations work is generally organised to complement the marketing campaigns through below-the-
line channels such as events, social media and publicity. Bringing targeted media or trade representatives to experience the 
destination first hand has proven to be one of the most effective ways to gain exposure or advocacy for the city within a highly 
competitive environment. Throughout the year Gold Coast Tourism hosts hundreds of media and trade contacts whose personal 
experience goes on to positively influence millions of their audience or clients.
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Paul Donovan 
Chairman | Gold Coast Tourism Corporation Ltd

During 2014 – 2015 the Gold Coast Tourism industry continued to perform strongly, further demonstrating the critical contribution 
the sector makes to the city’s economy. 

According to Deloitte Access Economics, the Gold Coast was the best performing holiday destination in the country over the 
year, and despite softer than anticipated National Visitor Survey results, the industry remains very optimistic. International visitor 
figures, business events data and directly measurable alternative indicators such as STR Global accommodation and airport 
passenger data, all suggest the Gold Coast is performing well. 

In terms of international visitor arrivals, the Gold Coast performed very strongly with 6.2% growth in visitor numbers, and more 
importantly, a 13.4% increase in international visitor expenditure taking direct receipts to a record $1.1 billion. Our two key 
markets, China and New Zealand, were the main contributors and were well supported by arrivals from both western and eastern 
hemispheres. Major events, international students and VFR continued to contribute strongly to our results and the conference, 
congress and incentive sector established new highs as confirmed by the state government’s measure of business events. The 
39% growth in qualified business conducted on the Gold Coast endorses the city’s global International Congress and Convention 
ranking which improved from 265 to 152; ahead of same-category destinations such as Las Vegas, Honolulu and Monte Carlo, 
as well as many national and state capital cities. 

The stellar performance of these two sectors contrasted with an apparent decline in overnight Australian visitors - although 
TRA has advised that the accuracy of the domestic survey should not be relied upon due to a change in collection  
methodology - and because the domestic market success is fundamental to our industry, immediate additional investment has 
been made to further increase awareness and drive demand in our key markets of Sydney and Melbourne. In 2015 – 2016, the 
Gold Coast is looking to further build on the 10.7% increase in day trip arrivals and to turn around the 5.9% decline in overnight 
arrivals as suggested by the NVS. 

Increased aviation options will be integral to this success, so Jetstar’s announcement that it will significantly increase its seat 
inventory by 110,000 for flights to the Gold Coast across its summer schedule is well timed. Qantas’ Melbourne - Gold Coast 
service and Jetstar’s new Avalon - Gold Coast service, both scheduled to commence in the last week of October, are welcomed  
new additions. 

This is my 8th year as Chairman of Gold Coast Tourism, and without doubt, I have never been more positive about the future of 
our industry. Hotel construction is booming on the back of a new-found confidence in the tourism sector and significant new 
infrastructure is being built for the 2018 Commonwealth Games and at both Gold Coast and Brisbane Airports. The G:link has 
proven its worth by exceeding passenger expectations and delivering new business to traders along its route, and I look forward 
to the completion of Stage Two, which will unlock the latent tourism potential this world-class service provides.

The positive tone being experienced across the city is a result of the hard work, constructive outlook and genuine desire for 
cooperation between all sectors of government and the tourism industry. The Mayor and his fellow City of Gold Coast Councillors, 
the Tourism Minister, state government departmental officers and our colleagues at TEQ - plus the private sector through our 
members, other stakeholders and LTO’s - have all played their part. Gold Coast Tourism has continued to provide the essential 
central focus to bring the parties together, leverage opportunities and drive consumer demand to achieve the results. I wish to 
thank the Board of Directors, management, staff and all others who have contributed to this outcome. I am proud to be counted 
alongside them.

The sector - leading partnership between industry and our stakeholders prescribed in the Destination Tourism Management 
Plan continues to direct our activity and sustain our focus on maintaining our position as Australia’s most successful, robust and 
productive tourism region. The Gold Coast Tourism industry’s future is both exciting and promising. 

I look forward to continuing my work in making this a reality.

CHAIRMANS SUMMARY
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Martin Winter 
Chief Executive Officer | Gold Coast Tourism Corporation Ltd

In the 2014 – 2015 financial year Gold Coast Tourism continued its strong leadership and aggressive promotion of the destination to 
deliver very solid results and a significantly improved outlook for the industry. The implementation of extensive marketing, sales and 
communication activity, in-line with the objectives of the Destination Tourism Management Plan (DTMP), produced for the first time a 
direct return in excess of $100 million to our stakeholders and to the city, while piloting the $4.8 billion sector to new levels. Strategic 
investments in central China and the continued shift of resources into digital marketing channels bore fruit during the year and hold great 
promise for significant further growth. 

Some of the key organisational achievements included the delivery of more than 75 marketing campaigns across seven markets, attraction 
of 2 million website visitors and securement of 1.8 million social media fans, creation of $2.4 million in direct sales for members through 
our Visitor Information Centres, securement of $5 million in leveraged marketing funds from industry stakeholders, delivery of $14.8 
million worth of qualified online business leads to members, securement of $30 million worth of positive, unpaid media exposure and the 
winning of $49 million worth of business events for the city. 

These and other results either met or exceeded the performance measures established as service standards under our agreement with 
the City, and were further enhanced by an improvement in member satisfaction, as measured by survey, for the third successive year. 
Furthermore, of the 24 actions involving the organisation with shared responsibility for implementation in the DTMP, 23 have either been 
completed or are progressing. Of particular note are the cross-agency committees for aviation and major events that have the objective 
of coordinating the activity of Gold Coast Tourism, City of Gold Coast, Tourism and Events Queensland (TEQ), Gold Coast Airport (GCAL) 
and Brisbane Airport (BAC) to avoid duplication of resources. Gold Coast Tourism’s aim is to ensure that the City’s International Plan which 
supports the delivery of the Economic Development Strategy, has access to and receives support from, Gold Coast Tourism’s considerable 
influence and assets.

According to the National Visitor Survey (NVS) conducted by Tourism Research Australia (TRA), 2014 – 2015 produced mixed results for 
the Gold Coast with a very strong international performance that was offset by a disappointing domestic result. International visitor arrivals 
grew by 6.2% over the previous year, and more importantly, increased expenditure by 13.4% to more than $1.1 billion. Best performing 
markets were Germany (+48%), Korea (+35%), USA (+14%) and UK (+10%) with China (+13%) and New Zealand (+3%) adding most to 
the total due to the dominant position they hold in terms of numbers. Malaysian arrivals declined as a result of circumstances surrounding 
Malaysian Airlines and Japanese numbers continued to slide away. The introduction of Qantas’ new Tokyo - Brisbane route in late 2015 
is expected to put an end to this trend. 

Domestically, the NVS reported an 11% increase in day trips to the Gold Coast but a 5.9% decline in overnight visitors, with expenditure 
falling 12.3%. TRA’s cautionary note regarding the accuracy of these figures due to changes to sampling methodology over the year 
appear to be validated when compared to other data. According to STR Global, in the same period, hotel occupancy on the Gold Coast grew 
from 69.1% to 71.9%, and accommodation providers received 8.5% more revenue per available room over the period. TRA’s research 
volatility is expected to settle down over time when more reliable trend data can be reviewed. 

Looking forward, the 15% decline in value of the Australian dollar over the past 12 months is highly likely to benefit domestic tourism to 
the Gold Coast. Research conducted by the Tourism and Transport Forum (TTF) suggests that nearly 40% of Australians have changed 
their travel intentions because of the falling Australian dollar, with 56% of Australians intending to take a domestic holiday in the next  
12 months. 

This is good news, as is the announcement by Tourism Australia (TA) that in April next year, Australia’s largest international travel trade 
event, the Australian Tourism Exchange (ATE), will be held on the Gold Coast. ATE will inject $10 million into the local economy during the 
week of the event and provide the most significant long-term boost to the Gold Coast Tourism industry ever experienced from a single 
event. Six hundred international travel wholesalers, agents and tourism-sector media from 30 countries, plus thousands of Australian 
delegates, will all visit the Gold Coast.

These two major economic drivers, coupled with Gold Coast Tourism’s ongoing commitment in building closer alliances with airlines 
to create new routes, will contribute strongly in executing more impactful marketing activities so as to be able to compete better in a 
crowded marketplace; whilst relentlessly maintaining our digital leadership across the five stages of travel. With the organisation’s ongoing 
commitment to applying a quality approach to all of our business activities, this all imparts great confidence for the year ahead. 

In 2014 – 2015, Gold Coast Tourism was Queensland’s most efficient tourism industry marketing organisation, spending 84% of its 
available resources on promotion, compared to the State RTO average of 51%. It operates with a very commercial, private enterprise-
driven mind-set that focuses on extracting the maximum value from every dollar spent. With continuing leading input from the Board of 
Directors, City of Gold Coast, TEQ, TA, members, the wider industry and other stakeholders, I am confident that the industry will continue 
to thrive, improve its sustainability and deliver further record results.

CEO’S SUMMARY
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Membership Services achieved set targets for the FY14/15 business plan relating to member engagement, product development, 
training and development of members and exposure across digital platforms.

Longevity of members was displayed with an 87% retention rate thanks to the strong relationships built over previous years and 
perceived value of membership. Eleven Longevity Awards of 20 or more years were presented. Furthermore, by converting 70 
prospective members, the Membership Services team has showcased an interesting cross section of offerings for the destination.

From the 432 member engagement meetings held, against a target of 400, a crucial strengthening of member rapport was obtained. 
Increased awareness of Gold Coast Tourism’s activities resulted in a satisfying 96 percent of members noting in the Annual Survey 
these meetings were valuable. A member satisfaction rating of 3.9 out of 5.0 also indicated industry’s endorsement of Gold Coast 
Tourism’s Membership Services - an increase from 3.85 on the previous year. In this survey, an impressive 100 percent rated their 
relationship with Gold Coast Tourism as valuable across various support platforms.

The Membership Services business unit also hosted 14 workshops, presentations and networking events during the year. The program 
of events was again designed with the feedback obtained from members in the annual survey, which indicated an overwhelming 
demand for digital marketing and international-ready topics. Consequently, topics covered included; a digital event delivering 
innovation through leading media platforms, both South East Asia and Middle East market updates, a presentation of the continually 
insightful Domesticate research as well as quarterly Business Events update events. 90% of attendees rated events as ‘good’  
or ‘excellent’.

Following the implementation of an updated CRM system the previous year, further utilisation of the system has allowed even more 
thorough ROI reporting for members on an ongoing basis, contributing to strong member satisfaction and increased engagement 
across multiple marketing channels.

The electronic distribution of accounts and online payment access led to an even more streamlined renewal process resulting in 
more members renewing within a shorter time frame. The Membership Services business unit also commenced utilising the Extranet 
function of this CRM, named Gold Coast Tourismnet, to provide members with a constant platform for tracking their engagement and 
supplying business resources. Members can now easily access statistics, industry resources and past presentations with 45% of 
member businesses acquiring Gold Coast Tourismnet access since its inception late last year.

The introduction of new tiered Business Events membership packages allowed members to engage in this sector at a variety of levels 
relevant to their business. This has increased the Business Events membership from 81 to 120 members.

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
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HIGHLIGHTS
� 460 members
� $404,108 membership revenue
� 70 new members acquired
� 432 engagement meetings conducted

� 14 industry events and workshops conducted
� 1,405 attendees at events
� 67 industry and stakeholder events / meetings /  

presentations attended
� 3.9 / 5 member satisfaction rate

RESTAURTANT 
AND CAFE

8%
ATTRACTION  
AND ACTIVITY

25%
ACCOMMODATION
31%

SERVICE
18%

OTHER
8%

VENUE
1%

TOUR
4%

SHOPPING
2%

TRANSPORT
4%



AUSTRALIA MARKETING

For the year ending June 2015, Tourism Research Australia reported that the Gold Coast welcomed 3.3 million domestic overnight 
visitors, generating in excess of $2.4 billion in visitor expenditure with an average length of stay of 4 nights. Domestic day trip visitation 
increased by 10.7% across this same time with the region welcoming 7.4 million day trip visitors, generating $614 million in visitor 
expenditure for the region.

Throughout the year the Australia Marketing Team remained focused on increasing visitation and subsequent expenditure delivering 
a comprehensive calendar of campaign activity. A greater emphasis was once again placed on direct to consumer channels with 
VisitGoldCoast.com (VGC) used as the call to action and online platform nationally. Three national brand campaigns supported this 
approach, two of these in partnership with Tourism and Events Queensland, with an extensive above the line media buy showcasing 
our Gold Coast, Famous for Fun ‘And…Action’ suite of creative assets. Over 70 Gold Coast Tourism Members were involved in these 
campaigns by way of online holiday deals, with just under 60,000 direct leads generated to their businesses.

In strategically targeting interstate markets, the Australia Marketing Team continued to leverage our aviation and travel trade partners 
with the aim of maximising the destination’s cut-through and subsequent conversions. Campaign work was undertaken with Jetstar 
Airways, HotelClub, Virgin Australia, Flight Centre Group, Webjet.com.au, Wotif Group, TigerAir and Qantas Airways.

Sports and events activity continued to be a core focus for the Team, working with the City of Gold Coast and Tourism and Events 
Queensland to strengthen the city’s image as a world-class sports and events destination in the lead up to the 2018 Commonwealth 
Games. Over 20 campaigns were delivered throughout the year in support of the extensive calendar of sports and events with Gold 
Coast Tourism once again focused on increasing overnight visitation, expenditure and length of stay around these.

Targeting the 1.5 million international youth travellers that visit Australia annually remained a priority for the Australia Marketing Team 
and in conjunction with the Gold Coast Adventure Travel Group, initiated campaigns with STA Travel, Student Beans and StudentUniverse 
while also attending a number of trade events to secure increased visitation from this segment. The city has secured strong growth 
from this market with an increase in arrivals of over 8% to 132,000 backpackers for the year ending June 2015, representing 15% of 
all international arrivals into the Gold Coast. Collaboration with Study Gold Coast continued throughout the year to support the growth 
of the international education sector which is also vital to the success of the international youth market.

HIGHLIGHTS
CAMPAIGNS
� HotelClub
� ‘And…Action’ Summer with Jetstar Airways and TEQ
� Flight Centre Group, Infinity Holidays and Escape Travel
� StudentUniverse
� STA Travel
� Qantas Airways and TEQ
� Student Beans
� TigerAir
� ‘And…Action’ Easter 
� Wotif.com
� Virgin Australia
� Webjet.com.au 
� Flight Centre Group and Infinity Holidays
� ‘And…Action’ Winter with TEQ
� Swell Sculpture Festival
� Gold Coast Sevens
� V8 Supercars Gold Coast 600
� PGA 
� Jeep Magic Millions Racing Carnival
� Australian Ladies Masters Golf
� Quicksilver & Roxy Pro
� Bleach*
� Gold Coast Film Festival

� Surf Life Saving Australia - The Aussies 2015
� Surfers Paradise Festival
� Gold Coast Airport Marathon
� AFL with Gold Coast Suns
� NRL with Gold Coast Titans
� Blues on Broadbeach

FAMILIARISATIONS
� Gold Coast National Mega Famil with Virgin Australia 
� Flight Centre 7th Wonder 
� Travellers Choice
� Virgin Australia VIC 
� Wotif National Marketing Team
� TNT Magazine 
� The Word Australia 

MISSIONS
� World Youth Student Travel Convention, Dublin
� Website Travel Training Summit, Sydney
� ANZA Education Trade Event, Auckland
� Website Travel Training Summit, Cairns
� Backpacker Youth Travel Exchange, Sydney
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INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

International visitation to the Gold Coast continued to perform strongly throughout FY15, recording 6.2 percent growth alongside a 
solid 13.4 percent growth in visitor spend. Seven out of Gold Coast’s ten largest source markets recorded positive growth for the year-
ending June 30, 2015, with China and Korea standouts growing 13 percent and 35 percent respectively.

Gold Coast Tourism’s marketing investment in our leading holiday source market of New Zealand generated strong results for the city, 
recording 3 percent growth to 189 thousand visitors. Growth in Chinese visitation was equally a solid result with the Chinese market 
now generating 212 thousand visitors each year to the city.

FY15 saw prioritisation of Gold Coast Tourism’s investment towards Tier 1 markets of New Zealand and China, and Tier 2 markets of 
Japan and South Asia, increasing our engagement at both consumer and travel trade levels. The rollout of our Gold Coast winter brand 
campaign across New Zealand generated unprecedented consumer reach, when coupled with tactical campaign activation with Flight 
Centre and Webjet New Zealand, the Gold Coast remained front and centre with Kiwi’s travel destination consideration.

Gold Coast’s accessibility to the burgeoning Chinese market was further enhanced in FY15 with Gold Coast Tourism, in partnership 
with Gold Coast Airport and Tourism Events Queensland, securing air services from Central China set to commence in September 2015 
along with seasonal charter services from mainland China via Hong Kong from January 2016. Together with a heightened destination 
profile as a result of Gold Coast Tourism China’s celebrity ambassador project, a constant flow of tactical campaign activity with UTour, 
Swallow Holidays, Step into the World and China Southern Airlines, the Gold Coast tourism industry is particularly well-placed to take 
advantage of further anticipated growth from the Chinese market in the coming year.

Whilst growth was restrained from Singapore and Malaysia in FY15, Gold Coast Tourism was active with airline partners Scoot and 
Air Asia along with key travel agency groups, rolling out a number of tactical campaigns and showcasing the Gold Coast through 
the NATAS, OutBound and MATTA consumer travel fairs in Singapore and Kuala Lumpur; this sustained both destination profile and 
conversion during the more traditional off-season periods of the year.

The Japan market to Australia, whilst still facing downward pressure in FY15, has more recently started to show good signs of recovery 
with the recommencement of Qantas services into Brisbane from August 2015, and the much anticipated return of All Nippon Airways 
into Sydney from December 2015. With Gold Coast Tourism having already undertaken significant promotional activity in Japan to 
support the new Qantas service, and through continued tactical and famil support for Jetstar’s direct Gold Coast services, no less 
than eight media and travel trade famils were hosted from Japan; the year ahead looks bright for the once lucrative Japanese market.

The Middle East and India have both shown encouraging signs of growth by the end of FY15 and into the new financial year. The Middle 
East market, having moved beyond the impacts of Ramadan timing, has already started to deliver increased visitor numbers to the  

Gold Coast during this latest Northern Summer season. With significant promotional activity launched with leading Middle East agent 
DNATA in the lead-up to the travel season, and through an increased marketing investment planned for the Middle East in FY16, the 
2016 Middle East travel season bodes well for the Gold Coast. Likewise, India has delivered strong growth in visitor numbers to the 
Gold Coast over this past year, and with a consistent engagement and cooperative promotional activities being undertaken with key 
distribution partners via our Mumbai-based representative, the Gold Coast continues to make inroads in terms of attracting a broader 
market mix and the development of higher yielding itinerary offerings.
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HIGHLIGHTS
FAMILIARISATIONS
� Scoot Singapore Campaign
� Kuoni India Retail Campaign
� HIS Osaka Regional Campaign
� Big Reunion UK Campaign
� UTour China Travel Store Promotion
� Malaysia Trade Consortia Campaign
� Flight Centre New Zealand campaign
� New Zealand Gold Coast Brand Campaign
� China Southern Gold Coast / Brisbane Campaign
� DNATA Middle East Retail Campaign
� Qantas Japan Brisbane Launch Campaign

FAMILIARISATIONS
� DNATA Middle East Trade Famil
� Taiwan Media Famil
� Gold Coast Marathon Japan Trade & Media Famil

� Hong Kong Media Famil
� China VIP Celebrity Famil
� Flight Centre UK Big Aussie Reunion
� Hanako Japan Media Famil
� The Bachelor New Zealand Filming
� ADU Johor Agent Famil
� Hubei Wanda China Famil
� New Zealand Mega Trade Famil
� Jetstar Japan Trade Famil

MISSIONS/ROADSHOwS
� Gold Coast Tourism Japan Roadshow
� QOT Japan
� QOT SEAsia
� New Zealand Sales Mission
� SATTE India
� Flight Centre Expo New Zealand
� MATTA Travel Fair, Malaysia
� OutBound Travel Fair, Singapore
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HIGHLIGHTS
FAMILIARISATIONS
� Garuda Indonesia Corporate 
� HIS Japan Sales & Operations Team 
� Marriott Resort Corporate Sleepover - Activity 
� BEA New Zealand PCO’s
� Event Travel Management - Activity 
� This is Gold Coast Business Exchange - Post Famil
� CIM Publication
� MICENet
� Meeting Newz Magazine
� Business Event News

SALES ACTIVITY AND MISSIONS 
� Sales Calls Conducted - 517
� Site Inspections Hosted - 50
� This is Gold Coast Business Exchange - 40 clients 
� Gold Coast Connect - Brisbane
� Gold Coast Connect - Sydney

Gold Coast Business Events delivered a broad range of marketing and sales initiatives in FY15 further establishing the  
Gold Coast as a strong competitor, both nationally and internationally, in the business events space. 

Despite operating in an increasingly competitive global environment, internationally the team secured a total of 14 association 
conferences, six corporate meetings and 51 incentive events. Incentive wins included groups from China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Japan, New Zealand and Singapore. 

On the national stage, the Gold Coast continued to be a favoured business events destination with the team securing a record 64 
event wins. The combined result of international and national events resulted in an economic contribution of over $49 million to the 
local economy.

Our signature event, This is Gold Coast Business Exchange, operated again in June attracting over 40 qualified corporate and  
association planners from Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia and USA, plus four National Business Event trade publications. The 
program delivered a combination of themed social events, a trade exhibition with over 1,515 pre-scheduled appointments, and a  
range of exciting destination experiences. Over 40 members participated with most acquiring several new event leads. 

FY15 saw Gold Coast Business Events delivering more cooperative events in the national market with the aim of providing additional 
opportunities for members to showcase their product to the business events market and connect with a new client base. Gold Coast 
Business Events also offered a new range of exclusive activities in both national and international markets for Gold members. 

Traditional sales and marketing activity continued to be strong in FY15 with the team conducting a total of 517 sales calls, hosting 50 
site inspections and 10 destination and media famil programs across key markets. In addition, the team supplied event servicing to 
over 150 clients for destination collateral, images and general information to support upcoming business events to the city. 

The QBES (Queensland Business Event Survey) figures continue to be strong, with Gold Coast operating over 2,200 business events 
in FY14 representing 41% market share of all business events to Queensland. 

BUSINESS EVENTS

� Gold Coast Connect - Melbourne 
� China Corporate Sales Mission 
� ICCA Asia Pacific Client Supplier Workshop
� PCO Association National Conference
� Gold Coast Medical Association Conference
� Associations Forum Conference & Exhibition 
� PAICE New Zealand
� AIME Trade Show - Global
� BEA North Asia Showcase
� BEA South East Asia Showcase
� IMEX Frankfurt - Global
� IMEX USA - Global
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Gold Coast Tourism’s digital assets over the 12 months to June 2015 are now ranked in the top 10 tourism bodies in Australia. The 
organisation’s main consumer facing website has seen increased overall website traffic of +43%, increased direct sales leads of 
+33%, increased total social media following +48% to 1.8m engaged followers and has positioned the Gold Coast as the most visited 
regional tourism organisation website and most popular regional tourism organisation Facebook profile in Australia. 

The social channels and the Photo Meet Content Program contributed an additional $3.9m in media value through the use of 
familiarisation activity for 180 domestic and key international influencers, with the focus on active beach culture and theme parks, 
alongside greater coverage for the Hinterland, Southern Gold Coast and flourishing dining scene. 1,400 pieces of content were 
produced reaching 24 million with 3.9 million engagements. 

HIGHLIGHTS
� Social Media followers 1,881,173
� Unique website visitors  2,733,949
� Sales leads generated  $6,716,040
� Destination App downloads  121,375

DESTINATION MEDIA 
EXPOSURE GENERATED

$35m+

SALES LEADS  
GENERATED 

$6m+

SOCIAL MEDIA 
FOLLOWERS

1m+

DESTINATION APP 
DOWNLOADS

121,375

UNIQUE WEBSITE  
VISITORS

2m+

IN-HOUSE MARKETING 
SERVICES PRODUCTION

$500,000+

COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING SERVICES
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Gold Coast Tourism’s media and publicity strategy assisted in the delivery of $53 
million in advertising value equivalency (AVE) in 2014-15. Key to this was the 
Australian media famil program, through which 33 Australian journalists generated 
over $6.4 million in AVE and reached a collective audience of almost 16 million people. 
The large increase in destination coverage was made possible thanks to Gold Coast 
Tourism’s media partnerships with the likes of Tourism and Events Queensland, the 
Today Show and Channel 7 Sunrise. Through these partnerships, Gold Coast Tourism 
supported the generation of an additional $27 million in media coverage for the  
Gold Coast. 

MEDIA VALUE  
GENERATED (AVE)

$53m



In FY15, the Destination and Corporate Partnerships Team alongside industry partners, actively participated in the facilitation, monitoring 
and progress reporting of the Gold Coast Tourism Destination Tourism Management Plan (DTMP). The DTMP has been developed by 
the City of Gold Coast and Gold Coast Tourism based on an extensive base of tourism intelligence, industry engagement and is 
acknowledged as the primary guide to achieving real, sustainable growth in overnight annual visitor expenditure for the Gold Coast. 

FY15 has seen unprecedented collaboration across local, state and federal government agencies resulting in significant outcomes 
for the destination. Game-changing investment attraction activity was stimulated in FY15 into tourism infrastructure whilst landmark 
direct flights from mainland China to Gold Coast Airport were also secured. Additionally, aviation capacity was enhanced from the Gold 
Coast’s traditional tier one international priority market of New Zealand as well as some improvements in domestic connectivity. 

Within the seven strategic priorities of the DTMP, sixty-eight key actions have been identified to deliver outcomes for the destination.      
15 including the establishment of the City Aviation Committee, establishment of the Major Events Strategic Planning Committee and 
the commencement of initiatives to enhance the quality of service for the Gold Coast. The unified, action based DTMP will continue to 
be the reference point in how we optimise our existing rich annual events calendar in the city and will maximise the economic potential 
of destination defining events such as the Australian Tourism Exchange 2016 and the 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth Games. As 
demonstrated in FY15, the Destination and Corporate Partnerships Team will remain committed in FY16 and beyond to further develop 
strong cooperative relationships with key stakeholders throughout the tourism industry and government.

DESTINATION MANAGEMENT

HIGHLIGHTS
� Continued collaboration with City of Gold Coast’s Economic 

Development and Major Projects Branch to manage 
and report on actions within the Destination Tourism 
Management Plan

� Secured contestable funds of $800,000 through the 
Queensland Government’s Regional Tourism Organisation 
Funding Scheme

� Renewed annual partnership with Tourism and Events 
Queensland detailing agreed activities to increase  
visitor expenditure

ENGAGEMENT
� Gold Coast Tourism and Tourism Industry Meetings / Events
� Gold Coast Tourism and local, state and federal government 

meetings / events
� Interface with Local Tourism Organisations:  

Surfers Paradise Alliance, Broadbeach Alliance  
and Connecting Southern Gold Coast

� Interface with Study Gold Coast
� Political lobbying for destination objectives

REPRESENTATION
� Embracing 2018 Gold Coast Quality Service Project 

Steering Committee
� Southern Gateway Advisory Committee
� Safer Suburbs Forum
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� Tourism and Events Queensland Destination Director  
- Gold Coast

� Surf World Museum Committee
� Australia’s Green Cauldron Committee
� Australian Tourism Exchange 2016 Local Advisory Group
� Association of Australian Convention Bureaux
� International Congress and Conventions Association
� QIBT Academic Board
� GC 2018 Tourism Marketing Strategy Working Group
� City of Gold Coast Events Advisory Committee
� City Aviation Committee
� Major Events Strategic Planning Committee
� DTMP Tourism Implementation Committee
� Japan Tourism Gold Coast Committee
� Gold Coast Chamber of Commerce Sub-Committee
� Events Management Queensland Gold Coast Board
� Regional Tourism Organisation Committee
� Gold Coast Cultural Strategy
� Gold Coast Airport Master Plan Community  

Consultation Committee
� Heart of the City Advisory Committee
� Broadbeach Advisory Committee
� Springbrook Chamber of Commerce consultation 
� V8 Supercars Community Consultation Committee
� Gold Coast Waterways Board



Gold Coast Tourism continues to operate two accredited Visitor Information Centres (VIC’s), one in Surfers Paradise and the other in the 
domestic terminal of Gold Coast Airport.

The Airport VIC has now been operating for three years in its new location and has more than doubled its sales and visitor enquiries 
since relocating from Griffith Street in the center of Coolangatta.

As online content grows globally, finding trusted information sources is increasingly important for visitors. Although VIC’s need to 
continually evolve to take advantage of these digital opportunities, they still remain a cornerstone to the visitor experience and 
expenditure with one-on-one unbiased advice available for more than 360 days a year from friendly, knowledgeable staff and 
volunteers; with the added ability to promote and book accommodation, tours, cruises, bus, train and G:link light rail tickets, theme 
park tickets as well as the sale of Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games branded merchandise. 

VISITOR INFORMATION CENTRES

HIGHLIGHTS
� $2.4 million in member product sales (43% up on prior year)
� 111% growth in Airport VIC sales in the first full year of trading  

after securing an agreement to sell Go Cards
� 18% growth in Surfers Paradise VIC sales in the first  

full year of trading after the opening of the G:link
� 244,000 visitor enquiries 
� 132 VIC member packages
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A CITY BY THE SEA wHERE ICONIC BEACH LIFE 

SHARES THE VIBRANCY OF COMMUNITY CULTURE; 

BORN FROM HOSPITALITY AND ENTERTAINMENT 

THE GOLD COAST TRULY IS ‘FAMOUS FOR FUN’.
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The 2014 comparative amounts exclude non-recurring revenue for 
the Theme Park Capital Campaign. 

2014 Revenue 2015 Revenue 

The 2014 comparative amounts exclude nonrecurring  
revenue for the Theme Park Capital Campaign.
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2014 Expenditure2015 Expenditure

The 2014 comparative amounts exclude non-recurring expenses for 
the Theme Park Capital Campaign. 

 












 
   





 


  

  







  


 

 


   

    


  


 

  


 

  


 

    

   




 


 





The 2014 comparative amounts exclude non-recurring  
expenses for the Theme Park Capital Campaign.
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